Innovation
Visionary and adroit for more than six decades, Vicaima is a leading European
exponent in the design and production of joinery solutions, encompassing
doors, frames, wardrobes, panels and customised furniture pieces.
The company, based in Portugal supplies over 30 markets globally and has
significant operations in both the United Kingdom and Spain. With continuous
investment in technological innovation and a production capacity of over 2
million doors per year, its high quality products are recognised by professionals
from multiple sectors, with particular expertise in the hotel, housing, education,
medical and commercial environments.

Innovation is a strategic axis of Vicaima, which
results from the continuous improvement,
research and development of its products. The
drive for integrated and innovative solutions,
capable of meeting the requirements of its
various markets, draw the company to reinforce
its portfolio with solutions that incorporate
high levels of technology and imaginative
advancements, breaking new ground in quality.
This vision is reflected in various innovative
creations, such as luxury doors, inspired designs,
unique finishes, or even specialist product ranges
with incorporated technology, for example
applications in the hotel or commercial sectors.

Sustainability
Sustainability and environmental commitment
are two pillars of the Vicaima business. From
promoting the use of technologies and materials
that minimise pollution to the use of raw
materials from certified or controlled forests, the
brand adopts practices with the least impact on
the environment.
Vicaima is certified under the ISO 14001
environmental standard and also comply with
EU Timber Regulation (EUTR). The brand
provides products certified by the FSC® (Forest
Stewardship Council®), which ensures that they
derive from responsibly managed forests and
other controlled sources.

FSC® certified products
available upon request
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Design to match and play
2

Vicaima Infinity represents a new dimension for professionals
in the architecture and interior design world. Innovating,
transforming and introducing new processes that allow us to
turn your ideas and imagination into reality.
Empowering, encourages those passionate about design and
creativity to explore inspiring and enriched surface effects
such as wood, metal or stone, for truly harmonious interiors
that combine doors, wall panels, wardrobes, headboards,
furniture items and much more.

Contrast, Combine, Revolutionise
with Vicaima Infinity
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Infinity
Unique, welcoming and sophisticated spaces. A journey
through the world of imagination with looks full of personality
that are reflected in the most diverse elements. Vicaima Infinity
inspires to create spaces with soul, providing environments of
comfort, safety and well-being that blend with tranquil or more
challenging design statements.
This new concept, expands the universe of applications,
revealing itself ideal for interior decoration in hotels, residential
buildings, offices or commercial spaces.

A project imagined by you, created for you
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Be Inspired
Whatever the theme of your project. A vibrant, welcoming,
minimalist or disruptive style comprises a sensory experience
filled with the right tones, patterns and textures.
Vicaima Infinity matches your interpretation and the desired “look
and feel”, with a representation expressed in the authenticity
and finishes that give it a distinctive and sophisticated character.

Visionary ideas reflecting your imagination
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Wood

Warm and welcoming tones that
reflect nature

Caramel hickory

Golden burlwood
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Ziricote brunneo

Spalted maple

Walnut root

Red burlwood

Honey palissandre

Rosea burgundy
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Stone

Onyx brown marble

Washed concrete

Jade marble

Cappucino marble

Brushed slate

Striking mineral effects for an
organic presence

Agate grey marble
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Terrazo amber

Nightsky marble
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Metal

Marine aged

Antique patina

Russet ore

Oxidised copper

Dark ore

Metallic realisation to
evoke Industrial chic style

Rusty truffle
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Copper patina

Vintage iron
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Applications
Doors
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Endless possibilities for your projects
Vicaima Infinity can be presented in different elements,
creating a visual link with each other, which characterise the
space and adds personality.
By selecting the design or theme to be developed and
depending on the intended application, the most suitable
options can be chosen for each type of product - doors,
panels, wardrobes or furniture pieces.

Wardrobes

Wall panels

Furniture pieces
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Doors, Frames
and Wardrobes
Non-fire and technical doors,
wardrobes and closets
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Doors, frames and wardrobes
Non-fire and technical doors, wardrobes and closets

Portaro® Solutions

The design follows the high level of performance available in solutions for fire doors, acoustic and
security doors, as well as the versatility and sophistication of wardrobes and closets.

Interior doors

Opening, Sliding, Inverse (flush to wall),
Pivotal, Double action

Inspiring suggestions, unique and personalised finishes propose a perfect symbiosis between the
different elements that compose the space.

Fire doors

30, 60 and 90 minutes

Fire and Acoustic doors

EI30 up to 45dB
EI60 up to 43dB

Security doors

RC2 EI45 up to 45dB
SBD EI30 and SBD EI60 up to 36dB

Configurations:

Single leaf

Double leaf

Glazing

Door with Wall panels

Sheen
Satin, matt or high gloss

Design

Layer
Real wood veneer (smooth, textured,
deep textured) or coloured layer

Door Core

Wardrobes
Doors and Interiors

Swing and Sliding with various modulations

Closets

“U”, L” or other configurations

Configurations:

(1)

(2)

(1)
(2)

Swing doors
Sliding doors

Closet in U or L

Please note: These products are subject to minimum quantities according to the dimension and type of the project.
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Panels
For walls, ceilings or partitions
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Panels

Board Features

For walls, ceilings or partitions
High quality panels based on wood substrates suitable for different locations and types of
application, such as wall or ceiling coverings and partitions.
These panels with different features such as moisture resistant, fire retardant or standard, have
various dimensions for subsequent cutting or customisation to suit the project. Ideal for the hotel
industry, commercial buildings or offices.

Type

Dimensions (H/W mm)

Thickness (mm)

Layer

MDF

2420 x 1200

16 / 19

Real wood veneer
or coloured layer

Moisture Resistant MDF

2420 x 1200

16 / 19

Real wood veneer
or coloured layer

Fire Retardant MDF

2420 x 1200

16 / 19

Real wood veneer

Plywood

2480 x 1200

16 / 19

Real wood veneer

Superpan

2420 x 1200

10 / 16 / 19

Real wood veneer
or coloured layer

Chipboard

2480 x 1200

16 / 19

Real wood veneer

Note: Available boards up to 2700 height. Others dimensions and thicknesses upon request.

Product Customised to Project
Sheen
Satin, matt, high gloss or primed

Design

Layer
Real wood veneer (smooth, textured,
deep textured) or coloured layer

Board type

Continuous panels

Bespoke dimensions

Joint system

Edging

Sheen

When applicable,
reproduction of images
on a set of panels with
continuous effect

Panels in accordance
with the desired
dimensions

Machining for biscuit
join system

Edges in real wood
veneer or melamine
with matching colour

Satin, matt, high gloss

Product to transform

MDF, Moisture Resistant MDF, Fire
Retardant MDF, Plywood, Superpan or
Chipboard. Others upon request.

Backing

Same face layer only or with design

Specific dimensions

Sheen

Recommendation

See table above

Primed

Use of appropriate machines
and cutting discs for quality
edging

Please note: These products are subject to minimum quantities according to the dimension and type of the project.
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Furniture
Pieces
Headboards, furniture and
kitchen fronts
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Furniture pieces

Board Features

Headboards, furniture and kitchen fronts
Panel solutions to complement interior projects with customised elements.
With various dimensions, substrates and finishes, these options can be adapted for bed
headboards, desk tops, furniture and kitchens fronts. Suitable for the hotel sector, residential
buildings and the furniture industry.

Type

Dimensions (H/W mm)

Thickness (mm)

Layer

MDF

2420 x 1200

5 / 12 / 16 / 19

Real wood veneer
or coloured layer

Moisture Resistant MDF

2420 x 1200

12 / 16 / 19

Real wood veneer
or coloured layer

Plywood

2480 x 1200

12 / 16 / 19

Real wood veneer

Superpan

2420 x 1200

10 / 16 / 19

Real wood veneer
or coloured layer

Chipboard

2480 x 1200

8 / 16 / 19

Real wood veneer

Note: Other dimensions and thicknesses until 44mm upon request

Product Customised to Project
Sheen
Satin, matt, high gloss or primed

Design

Layer
Real wood veneer (smooth, textured,
deep textured) or coloured layer

Board type

Bespoke dimensions

Edging

Sheen

Panels in accordance
with the desired
dimensions

Edges in real wood
veneer or melamine
with matching colour

Satin, matt, high gloss

Product to transform

MDF, Moisture Resistant MDF, Plywood,
Superpan or Chipboard. Others upon
request.

Backing

Same face layer only or with design

Specific dimensions

Sheen

Recommendation

See table above

Primed

Use of appropriate machines
and cutting discs for quality
edging

Please note: These products are subject to minimum quantities according to the dimension and type of the project.
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Why us?

Production of
samples and
prototypes

Great scope for flexibility and creativity

High-end technology

Sustainable solutions

A mix of innovative production processes
that allows the creation of customised
designs and coatings, ensuring excellent
performance and high-quality for diverse
products.

Available with FSC® certification, products
use recycled and natural materials as their
base, supported by the preferential use of
green technologies.

Exclusive designs

Wood expertise

The reproduction of images, textures and
natural patterns onto different surfaces
presents a distinct and sophisticated finish.

An avant-garde perspective that recreates
the wood species appearance and reflects
the brand’s vast know-how in the art of
fashioning this material.

For each project, samples will be available in A4 or A3 format, for customer
approval of design, tone and finish.
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Diverse materials & surfaces

Multi-sector capabilities

Applicable in a multitude of surfaces
and materials, such as, doors, panels,
headboards and other furniture items,
breaking new ground in quality.

Extensive product solutions and performance
standards suitable for Hotels and Leisure,
Housing, Commercial spaces, Offices and
Furniture industry.

Prototypes customised to the project with larger dimensions, imply the supply of
physical samples in real size by the customer.
Vicaima assumes, unless advised otherwise, that the customer is the holder of the
copyright, patent design, design registration or any other Industrial Property right
related to the images or materials supplied to Vicaima.
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Design Reflections

Experience the freedom to unleash creative spirit and enable
the realisation of truly unique projects.
Vicaima Infinity redefines interiors with opportunities that
take a fresh perspective in design, projecting your ideas into
varied elements and achieving the perfect balance. A world of
unlimited design options, encompassing the fusion of tones,
and the ability to expand your horizons.

Vicaima Infinity makes an outstanding statement
for your project, developing something exclusive,
with complete and integrated solutions, guided
by quality and technical expertise.
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Eclectic Wood Design
A customised door design enveloped in straight lines and
earthy tones are part of the eclectic mood given to the
interiors of Barceló Ourense Hotel. Fire and acoustic doors
ensure comfort and enhance the contemporary ambience.

Industrial Chic
Wall panels and performance doors with a concrete look
bring a bold and modern character to the atmosphere
of this emblematic project, Caju Le Petit Hotel, marked
by urban minimalism and the presence of centuries-old
architectural elements.
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Figurative Touch
Bespoke design elements that project a historical heritage.
Headboards, panels and fire and acoustic doors, embody
the medieval theme with tones and graphics that blend
harmoniously with the modern interior architecture of this
Accor Group hotel.

Metallic Palette
The doors and frames with aged copper effect and matt
finish create the perfect connection with the organic and
natural thematic interiors. Lagos Avenida Hotel stands out
for its intimate and cosy atmosphere.
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Geometric Shapes
Design details embody the theme for this project which
conveys the essence of traditional architecture. Elegant,
the door participates in a setting filled with elements that
complement and bring to life the Pur Oporto of ActaHotels.

Refined High Gloss
A sophisticated finish that enhances the look of brushed
copper with the addition of high gloss lacquer. Intense, it
flows on a voyage of unique visual notes marked by tones
and designs that participate in the “butterfly effect” theme,
desired for the Bessa Hotel Baixa.
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Timeless Tones
Door and frame in wood veneer with a sawn effect and
autumnal tones. Involved in a sensory experience that
evokes the theme of The Logde Wine & Business Hotel –
the Wine - emphasises the fusion between sophisticated
design and the authenticity of tradition.

Please Note:
Due to colour variations in printing, the images are shown as a guide only. As we are constantly improving our product range, we
reserve the right to make changes without prior notice.
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www.vicaimainfinity.com

Vicaima
Indústria de Madeiras e Derivados, S.A
Apartado 9, 3730-953 Vale de Cambra, Portugal
T. +351 256 426 300
E. vicaima@vicaima.com

Portugal
Distribuidor Exclusivo Vicaima
Globaldis S.A.
Rua da Vicaima, 60
3730-535 Codal - Vale de Cambra, Portugal
T. 808 50 50 30
E. geral@globaldis.pt

United Kingdom
Vicaima Limited
Marlowe Avenue
Greenbridge Ind. Est.
Swindon. Wiltshire SN3 3JF
T. +44 1793 532333
E. info@vicaima.com

Spain
Vicaima - Puertas y Derivados, S.L.
Calle Princesa nº3 duplicado, 913
28008 Madrid, España
T. +34 914480526
E. vicaimapuertas@vicaima.com

Other Countries

Follow us
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